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Motorcycle seat covers

Go to content Preview all manufacturers If Custom made the cover for Harley Street slip. A trip from the service. Excellent customer service. Drove 148 miles home and must say the cap is worth its weight in gold. Totally agree with what others have said. Forget sheepskin or air hawk. It's the one to get. It bikes everyday
riding, and took me all over Europe, not Sunday warm weather special. So if you're a Harley rider and you put in miles, get a cool cover. You won't be disappointed. View all the reviews of the Cool Covers motorcycle seat cover works like air conditioning for your bottom! Specially designed, 3-dimensional, 8mm durable
material is 98% permeable in the air, which allows air to flow under your buttocks, helping to keep you cool. The material cannot be completely compressed, even with full weight on it, and it does not heat up in the sun. Creates a massage effect, thereby reducing the symptoms of fatigue. Constant cooling while driving
with air flowing between you and your seat. Keeps the bottom dry when it rains. It does not heat even in bright sunlight - unlike conventional motorcycle seats. UV resilience. Easy to install without any tools (Velcro and gum). It's easy to wash. It looks great too! In Dennis Kirk, you will find the best selection of Motorcycle
Seat Covers and Kits. We chemistry more motorcycle products than any other aftermarket seller and will have them all at the lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have all of them in store and ready to send to you today. Dennis Kirk has been a leader in the powersports industry since 1969, so you can be sure
that we have a spin when it comes to bringing you the best seat covers and kits for your motorcycle. All orders worth more than $89 receive free shipping. Plus we have a refund policy with no problems, so you can shop with full confidence in Dennis Kirk! Close Menu X Products Seat CoversGold GelTank
LeafACCESSORIESApparel Page 2 Gold Gel is specifically designed to absorb and spread traffic bumps and vibrations. This leads to less rider fatigue, resulting in more riding time. Golden gel is not a soft material like most gel inserts on the market. This means that it will not be from below and provides a comfortable
and supportive ride at any time. The Gold Gel integrates into the existing seat foam, leaving the seat shape without a shaft. Luimoto Designer Seat Covers is perfect for the seat, creating a beautiful and comfortable seat. Page 3 We mix modern day technology and good old side fashion work. We design and manufacture
all of our seat covers at home in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada using computer design (CAD) as well as computer CNC is a cutter for the production of all our products. This provides the highest and consistent quality. All seat covers are then hand-picked by our expert sewing team. Page 4 Products Place
CoversGold GelTank GelTank Weather Protector X-Small Weather Protector X-Big Company InfoNewsDealersDistributorsInstagramFacebookTwitterYoutube 30 days money back to guarantee quick delivery from German warehouse Select from more than 170,000 products In advance Payment
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